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Style for style, women want to look and feel their 
very best while traveling. Many times that means 
choosing between their favorite items for lack of 
space, or settling for expensive, bulky or cheaply 
made travel accessories. 

Introducing EMME – thoughtfully designed 
accessories for today’s stylish, sophisticated traveler. 
Women can now pack all the items they need to 
look and feel great while traveling!

PACKING 
PROBLEMS 
SOLVED
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EMME  
BAGS & 
ACCESSORIES

Go adventuring with EMME – preferred travel 
accessories for the organized jet setter. Our line 
of cosmetic and toiletry bags, travel wraps and 
coordinating, wallet-style phone cases let you take 
along everything you need on trips from three days 
to three weeks. Designed with the smart and stylish 
traveler in mind, EMME has you covered.
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EMME ORIGINAL  
& EMME PETITE

• Smartly designed, convenient, 
compartmentalized, and organized cosmetic and 
toiletries bags are made specifically for frequent 
travelers, by frequent travelers. 

• High quality materials, non toxic plastics, durable, 
smart, coordinated designs at reasonable prices. 

• Compartmentalized so the stylish traveler can 
take along all the items she wants, see them at a 
glance and always look and feel her best.

MEET YOUR 
FAVORITE 
NEW TRAVEL 
COMPANIONS
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2018 SPRING COLORS

Sailor Blue

Navy/Peach Floral

Vintage Khaki

Green/Mist Floral

Harbor Mist

Blue/Pink Floral

Barely Pink

Black/Red Floral

Original Black

Black/Pink Floral
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DETAILS

Construction Materials 
Nylon & non-toxic PEVA plastic

External Dimensions (Fully Expanded) 
L x H x W: 12.5” x 9.0” x 5.0”

External Dimensions (Collapsed) 
L x H x W: 12.5” x 9.0” x 3.75”

Containers Included
Two .50 oz bottles 
One .85 oz bottle 
One .85 oz spray bottle 
Two 1.7 oz bottles 
Two .17 oz jars 
Two .35 oz jars 
Two .52 oz jars

Our all-time bestseller and 
the bag that started it all. 
EMME Original keeps travelers 
organized on journeys from 
three days to three weeks. This 
compartmentalized wonder is 
your secret packing weapon.

• Slim and expandable
• Lightweight and hangable
• Gusseted pockets made of 

non-toxic PEVA plastic
• Includes 12 travel-size bottles
• Easy to clean

UPC: 00866227000007 
MSRP: $49.99

EMME 
ORIGINAL
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The EMME toiletries bag is perfect 
for my travels. I keep it packed 
and ready for the next adventure. 
It’s large enough to handle all my 
products, while most travel bags 
fall short. It contains leaks, folds 
nicely in a carry-on, and hangs on 
bathroom door for easy access. 
No need to unpack because items 
are visible. I highly recommend this 
toiletries bag. Good job EMME!

— Deborah T. 
Satisfied Buyer

RAVE REVIEWS 
FOR EMME

DETAILS

Construction Materials 
Nylon & non-toxic PEVA plastic

External Dimensions (Fully Expanded) 
L x H x W: 10.5” x 6.5” x 5.0”

External Dimensions (Collapsed) 
L x H x W: 10.5” x 6.5” x 3.75”

Smaller than the Original, EMME 
Petite is perfect for shorter trips, or 
that friend who swears she doesn’t 
need a toiletry bag and then asks 
to borrow yours. Don’t let the 
name fool you; EMME Petite is an 
organization powerhouse.

• Slim and expandable
• Lightweight and hangable
• Gusseted pockets made of non-

toxic PEVA plastic
• Easy to clean

UPC: 00866227000014 
MSRP: $29.99

When one bag won’t do, why not have two? The 
EMME complete set comes with one Original and 
one Petite bag for travelers who need a bit more 
space. Keep one in your suitcase and one in your 
gym bag, or lend one to a traveling companion.

UPC: 00866227000045 
MSRP: $64.99

EMME 
PETITE

EMME  
COMPLETE SET
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Travel bottle set includes: Two .50 oz bottles, one .85 oz 
bottle, one .85 oz spray bottle, two 1.7 oz bottles, two 
.17 oz jars, two .35 oz jars, two .52 oz jars, and labels. 
Packaged in a TSA-approved slide-lock pouch.

UPC: 00866227000069 
MSRP: $9.99

Clear, TSA-approved pouch attaches to the EMME 
Original bag to keep items organized and in view.  
Zip it out when you get to the airport to make security 
screenings a breeze.

UPC: 00866227000021

TRAVEL  
BOTTLE SET

ZIP-OUT  
EMME POUCH

Simply the best...hands down. I 
have traveled for 50 years near and 
far and traveled often. There is 
nothing to compare with the EMME 
bag. I don’t know how she did it, 
but the creator managed to design 
a bag that, even when zipped, 
takes up very little room. I carry 
everything, and I mean everything, 
in this bag. Disposable face cloths, 
eye make up remover, night and 
day skin care (multiple steps!), 
full make up, medications, floss, 
toothpaste and even my electric 
toothbrush, deodorant, contact 
lens equipment, styling comb, hair 
prep and spray. Zip zip. And then it 
all hangs up anywhere and nothing 
drops out when I open each of the 
compartments. I have traveled a 
month with my EMME and I love 
“her.” Buy it. Use it. It will make life 
on the road a breeze.

— Jan R. 
Satisfied Buyer
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My new go-to bag for travel. I purchased my EMME bag just prior to spending a 
month traveling in England and Italy. It made my travels so much easier. The zip out 
section for cabin luggage simplifies the airport experience, the clear and different 
sized pockets make organizing so easy. My EMME bag contained so many items, yet 
it was always easy to find each item when needed, and was easy to zip up when it 
was time to move on. I won’t be traveling without my EMME any time soon!

— Catherine T., Satisfied Buyer
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THE  
EMME  
WRAP

Staying warm on the plane and stylish on the street 
is challenging for today’s sophisticated traveler. 
Comfortable, versatile outer layers are hard to find, 
slip open, and can be bulky. 

Enter the EMME Wrap – a high quality, wrinkle-free, 
luxuriously soft travel wrap designed by travelers, 
for travelers. The versatile design accentuates a 
woman’s shape while providing multiple options for 
wear, creating a travel staple she’ll adore.
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EMME’S WRINKLE-FREE  
TRAVEL WRAP

• A warm, lightweight wrap with sleeves and a shawl 
that can be worn multiple ways for versatility and 
comfort in the airport and beyond. 

• Flattering design accentuates a woman’s beautiful 
curves and is made for women of all sizes. 

• High quality, wrinkle free material is stylish and 
goes with everything.

• 95% Cotton Rayon; 5% Spandex

UPC: 00866227000038 
MSRP: TBD

FASHION MEETS 
FUNCTION
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Heather GrayBlack

2018 SPRING COLORS

Versatile, luxurious wearability
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PHONE  
CASES

• High quality, attractive, sophisticated phone cases 
that are functional for the frequent traveler.

• Convenient pockets on exterior for easy storage 
of cards, keys and tickets.

• Coordinated travel accessories collection 
designed to help make travel easier.

UPC: 00866227000052 
MSRP: $19.99

Navy/Peach FloralBlack/Pink FloralClassic Black

2018 SPRING COLORS
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EMME  
GIFT SETS

The perfect gift for the traveler in your life. 
Each gift set contains an EMME Original bag, 
an EMME Petite bag, travel bottles, a phone 
case and a wrap. 

UPC: 00866227000045 
MSRP: TBD
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ULTIMATE TRAVEL SET

EMME Original Toiletry Kit

EMME Petite Toiletry Kit

Phone Case

Travel Bottle Set

Wrap

COLOR COMBINATIONS

Navy/Peach FloralBlack/Pink Floral
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WANDER WITH
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EMME 
DISTRIBUTION 
AND 
WHOLESALE

• Available for retail shelves and e-commerce

• Drop shipping available

• Custom wholesale pricing

• Custom orders/colors

• Warehouse located in Buena Park, CA



CURRENT 
RETAILERS

• eBags.com
• QVC
• Amazon
• Brookstone
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EMME has been a wonderful 
contributor to our toiletry bag 
and travel category. We see very 
consistent sales and extremely 
positive reviews from our customers. 
The best part is EMME is super 
easy to work with, always curious 
about our business and how it can 
contribute to our goals. EMME 
works hard to promote the product 
through its own social channels and 
through travel & beauty influencers, 
and is always eager to participate 
in our ongoing promotions. I highly 
recommend working with EMME as 
a unique, niche product that helps 
differentiate a retailer’s position in 
the market.

— Travel Accessories  
Category Buyer



Emily Constantini, EMME Founder & CEO
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THE EMME 
STORY

Founded in 2012 by Emily Constantini, EMME was 
created to fill a gap in premium travel accessories for 
frequent travelers. As an 18-year sales professional, 
Emily could never find a cosmetic and toiletry bag 
to fit her needs. So she set out to develop one that 
encompassed organization, style and versatility. 
Now, customers all across the world are enjoying the 
benefits of having a versatile, functional and premium 
quality product. The success of EMME Original 
and EMME Petite has paved the way for additional 
accessories for the stylish traveler.
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